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" strike the right balance between 
 theory and practice ,  

take your projects to the next level , 
 improve the quality & realism 
 of your artwork immensely " 

  
                 Raafat Elgendy 

                           General Manager   
WHO WE ARE? 
Fusion VFX academy is a media house training labs growth 
Environment built in 2006 specialized in professional graphics 
multimedia and Mass Communication Training. And Certified from 
ToonBoom Animation Canada . 

 
MISSION AND VISION 
Our mission exists to prepare talented students for careers in the 
visual and performing art and design so, we reshape minds, careers 
and even lives of art and design seekers . 
Our labs emphasizes learning through individual attention in a 
positively oriented environment. 

 
SERVICES 
Fusion VFX academy is the pioneer in Egypt in designing a top 
quality graphics and multimedia training courses serving careers 
needs in the visual and performing art and design 

 
Training Divisions 
We offer various solutions designed by  fusioners creatives experts 
to best meet the objectives of corporate and individual clients to 
suite local and international work needs commissary in our courses: 
Animation cartoon film production 
Advertising & Print Production 
Web Design production 
Film making production 
Mastering AutoCAD 
Mastering Maya 3D 
3D Film Production 
Mastering 3D max 
Final cut studio 
Photography 
TV Directing 
TV Preparing and announcing. 
HDV video shooting & Lighting techniques 
Toonboon Animate Pro 

 



MANAGEMENT SCHEME 
More than 30 Staff Members includes certified instructors, 
developers and consultants all of them are working together as one 
team to deliver the most professional services and solutions to our 
clients. 

 
TRAINING PARTNERS 
Fusion VFX academy established from most well recognized leading 
universal companies which together forms a sufficient circle of 
integrated community in graphics production market, Fusion VFX 
academy also exchanging cooperation with Universiti Utara Malaysia  
In the art and science department and is now an authorized training 
center from Toon Boom Animation Inc 
  
TRAINING METHODOLOGY 
Sometimes our work is completely invisible and perfectly integrated 
elements, and sometimes simply defying reality. 
We are evaluating our training cycle plan and useful enhancement, 
and then implement those enhancements, and finally assess the 
results to allow our client to be on the top of today's work face. 
 
TRAINING GOALS 
The goal of the courses is to nurture and cultivate the unique 
qualities of each student through an interesting curriculum in an 
inspiring environment, under the leadership of involved professors. 

 
WHY BECOME FUSIONER? 
Our promise is that we are taking every effective approach to erect 
a knowledge ge-hub that stands on reliability, integrity and passion 
to be highly upheld in our clients eyes. 

 
ACHIEVED PROJECTS. 
Fusion was selected to share the production phases for several 
projects in cooperation with major national / international entities , 
such as JWT , Conquest ,Y & R , 2K Post house , Formula 1, 
Brainstorm, Egypt Neon …etc.  
And also in the training community fusion VFX Academy has 
graduated lots of its trainees to the graphics production community 
inside and outside egypt like Egypt state information service , 
Aroma graphics, Strategies, Leoburnett, JWT, Promo Seven.. etc.  

 



  
MANAGEMENT SCHEME 
More than 50 Staff Members includes certified instructors, and 
certified managers ,developers and consultants all of them are 
working together as one team to deliver the most professional 
services and solutions to our clients. 

Company Organization 

 
This Organization may vary due to internal managements structure exchanges . 

 
 

 
ACHIEVED PROJECTS. 
Fusion art labs was selected to share the production phases for 
several projects in cooperation with major national / international 
entities , such as JWT ", Conquest , 2K Post house , Formula 1, 
Brainstorm,Egypt Air Nansec etc.  
And also in the training community fusion training labs has 
graduated lots of its trainees to the graphics production community 
like ART ,Mazzika TV, Aroma graphics , Sight media service, JWT , 
Promo Seven.. etc.  
 
curves and charts explains fusion art labs progress rate. 



 
employees structure growth till 2008 
growth rate ~ 180 % 

 
Fusion financial growth rate 

 

 
  

OUR CLIENTS 
Client Satisfaction is a non-negotiable target which we have a 
mindset not to sacrifice. 

 
SAMPLE OF OUR CLIENTS 
More than 50 Corporate and more than 500 trainees have 
graduated till 2008. 

Fusion clients growth comunity trainees graduated till 2008 reached 
more than 500 trainee through less 
than 2 years 

  
 
 
Due to  the meticulous blend of creative & technological 
innovations We belived that our work is not that easy and our 
mission is to serve careers needs in the visual and performing art 
and design. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fusion  
  Address: Villa Fusion 19 zakaria Osman from Zakir Hussain, 
Quarter 8, Nasr City, Cairo, Egypt. 
    Website: www.fusionvfx.com 
Telephone : +2 02 2670 62 68 
                : +2 02 2272 36 32 
 Fax : +2 02 670 62 68 

 Hot Numbers: +2 012 00 872 44 
        Email: info@fusionvfx.com 


